Outline
Structure of rarefaction waves near elliptic boundary
• regular points of elliptic boundary • exceptional points of elliptic boundary • classification and analysis of singularities near exceptional points
Exceptional points in Riemann problem for 2 conservation laws. Novel types of Riemann solutions:
• generic 1-wave solutions • extreme non-uniqueness: infinite number of unstable solutions for the same initial conditions
Example
Rarefaction waves in systems of conservation laws
Fold structure at regular points Surface smooth parametrization
Rarefaction wave structure near regular points 
Solution is a sequence of shock waves (discontinuities) and rarefaction waves separated by constant states. Classical solution contains n waves, one for each characteristic family 
Conclusion
Structure of rarefaction curves near regular and exceptional points of elliptic boundary is analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively Novel types of Riemann solutions for 2 conservation laws containing exceptional points are found:
• generic stable 1-wave solutions • extreme non-uniqueness: infinite number of unstable solutions for the same initial conditions
